
 
The Path Principle 

Whatever _______________ you are on ultimately determines 

where you _______________ up. 

Your _______________, not your _______________, 

determines your _______________. 

Judgment takes _______________ and _______________ to 

be developed. 

The young man believes it is going to be an _______________, 

but the older man knows it’s a _______________ and every path has a 

destination and this is a path with a _______________ destination. 

You are focused on _______________, while I am focused on 

_______________ which presents two contrasting perspectives. 

We need to figure out why we are on that _______________ 

and chances are it’s because something or someone on that path has 

such an _______________, not _______________ grip on us. 

Is the path you are on, going to _______________ you to 

where you want to be?  Has someone tried to _______________ us 

and we blew them off? 

And now, O sons, listen to me, and be attentive to the words of my 
mouth. … Her house is the way to Sheol, going down to the chambers 
of death.  

Proverbs 7:24, 27, ESV  
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